Security System Management
Made Easy
The cloud-based platform to help system owners
optimize workﬂows, lower costs, and maximize the
lifespan of their electronic security investments.
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Welcome to SiteOwl
SiteOwl is a cloud-based platform that helps security system owners and their
teams conﬁdently manage their devices, projects, and vendors.
We’re on a mission to ensure that security teams within every organization have
the tools they need to resolve the system headaches that arise when managing
thousands of connected devices across multiple ﬂoors and locations.

SiteOwl rescues security directors, managers, and other stakeholders
from these issues by empowering them to do the following:
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It’s been a fantastic program for us,
being able to centralize everything
and have it in one spot, not have to
dig through papers and spend hours
of time. It’s saved us money, I would
never want to be without it.
~ Systems Manager, Automotive

Keeping Your System On Track
If you’re one of the thousands of companies who keep track of your security
system via email, spreadsheets, and old ﬂoor plans, you already know how difﬁcult it is to manage and maintain your system.
Most companies do not have an effective system management process that
enables them to collaborate across their teams, departments, and vendors. If
that’s the case for you, you’re not alone. According to the Project Management
Institute (PMI), about half of businesses suffer from that same problem.

47%

Only 47% of businesses have a
formal process of transferring
knowledge from one part of an
organization to another.
1 in 6 IT projects runs 200%
over budget, on average, with
a schedule overrun of 70%.
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For most security system owners, the headaches don’t stop with system management. Security systems need to be expanded and upgraded, but those
projects are often subject to massive overruns both in time and budget.
SiteOwl helps you manage your system effectively by providing a cloud-based
environment where your security team, stakeholders, and integrator partners
can collaborate on security projects and system maintenance. Because your
system information is updated in real time, you’ll always know what you need
to do to maintain visibility and ensure compliance at every stage of your
system lifecycle.

Design

Clarity and collaboration with every security design.
Whether your team is budgeting for upcoming projects or planning expansion
designs, collaborating with internal stakeholders and security integrators is
challenging.
When creating ﬂoor plans, many security designers rely on paper mockups or
planning software designed for construction teams.
This forces you, your integrators, and your vendors to undergo a tedious
handoff process where information gets lost in translation and the best solutions for your company never materialize.

SiteOwl changes that by giving system
owners and security integrators all the
tools they need to collaborate and share
ﬂoor plans during the design phase.

Get the best designs faster with SiteOwl.
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Install

Watch your system come alive in real time.
Installations are stressful and risky, and it’s common for system managers to
feel like they’ve been left out of the loop during the installation process.
When integrators and their technicians start a project installation, you’re
stuck waiting on sporadic updates to your project.
It’s impossible to get a clear picture of progress without contacting a project
manager who may not have all the answers right away or may be too busy
with other projects to give you the update you need.

SiteOwl improves visibility
by giving teams an easy way
to track installations,
generate reports, and
monitor progress.
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Manage

Ensure security readiness with conﬁdence.
Disorganized information is often the root cause behind operational inefﬁciencies, ballooning overhead, and team confusion.
When nobody on the team knows where to ﬁnd essential information or how
to report outages and system problems in an effective way, even the best
systems fail.
This leads to unsecured environments, elongated response times, delayed
repairs, and an overall lapse in security readiness.

SiteOwl makes it simple
for your team to access all
system information in a
matter of seconds.
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Secure Your Business
With SiteOwl
SiteOwl brings clarity and awareness to multi-site security managers.
With SiteOwl, it’s easy for you and your team to quickly resolve problems and
minimize operational risk. This allows you to operate with conﬁdence at all times.

Security systems are
hard to manage, but
they don’t have to be.
We’d love to show you how
SiteOwl can streamline your
management process so that it’s
easier than ever to maximize
your security readiness.
To ﬁnd out more or schedule a
demo, visit our website at
https://getsiteowl.com
or contact a representative at
+1-888-SITEOWL

To ﬁnd out more or schedule a demo,
visit our website at

https://getsiteowl.com
Contact a SiteOwl representative

+1-888-SITEOWL

